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We equip & with the topology whose basis CC&S& of 
V(U,u~:aER3)=?r”‘(u)n n $xAl) 
a&B 
where ‘$3 is a finite subset of 8, C? is an open set of (X, 2’) 
of (Z,, To), (~;r E %3. With this topology v and $a* a E& am ~90 
in what f&ows (Xa, T~I) will denote the situation prevksly 
Lemma 1. (a) For every x E X the topologp induced by (Xq, 
topdogy of {(Zmr T=): a E %(x)}. 
(b) If (X* T) and th ose (Zo, Tg) such that t& #0 iwe 7’1 
(2 E 91 with G, it 0, (ZQ, T,) can be embedded in (XP~, Tw) as Q c 
(cB Let z EX. All the set? Q), 8 being a&ite &set of S!l(n(z)) and 
r,eembers of fixed basis al W(P), Ebb_(z) in (X, T), (26, Tp), twpectivefy, 
basis at t in (Xm, Ta). 
(d) If (X, T) anJ those (&, T,) such that G* # 8 satisfy a squrution axiom: To, 
T1, T2, then (XR, TN) satisfies the same axiom. 
(e) If (X~I, T~I) satisfies a separatior. axiom: TO, TI, Ta, then those (iZ,, T,) SW 
that G, z 0 satisfy the same axiom. 
Proof of (d). We shall see the T2 case only, the others being an us. Let 
= t x, 2,: CY ES%(X)}, t’={x’, 2’ a: a E &x(x’)} be two distinct points of X. If x # x’, 
there are disjoint neighborhoods Ux of x and Us’ of x’; then F’(V”) and +k‘-l( Ux*) 
are disjoint neighborhoods of z and E’, respectively. Now if x = x’, it must be 
za f rb for some cy E %3(x). But x E G,, so G= it 0 and the&e xist disjoint neighbor- 
hoods CP of z’u and W’: of 26; so $,‘(UzU) and &‘(UzL) are disjoint ne 
hoods of z and t ‘, respectively. 
Prq:uition 1. (a) If those (Z,, T,) such that G‘. f 0 are compact, n the Brojdctio~~ 
a is perfect. 
(b) [f (X, T) and those (Z,, TO) such that C, f0 are co 
is also compact T2. 
(4 If (XVI, 73 is compact TZ and (X, TJ is ?I, then (A<, Tj artd th 
such that G, f 0 are compact Tz spaces. 
A topological space (X, T) is sequentially 
sequence in X has some convergent subsequence. 
er, We shalt say th 
ce in X with zn = (xvrt zh, : 2 E %(x,)} for every n E Pd. 
thm are an infinite set I,c IN ant! a point 
untable wt have (excepting a trivial 
,, T,,) is sequentiaily compact. Thus there exist 
, E Z& with 
and 
Y, can make a deer sequence {&}k,, of infinite subsets of 
(r cxn) E Bxc, such that 
111 E& and for Wety k > 1, ?#k E & with nk > nk-1. Obviously 
and let roe be the point (x0, zh: a E %(x0)}. We assert hat 
let Vk be a neighborhood of to. First suppose Vzo = a-‘(U”“), U” ’ being 
rhmd of x0 in (X, T). By (3) there exists k0 E N such that if k -2 ko, then 
‘0 = #(I’ ( Uz(ba)v L/‘o~ being a neighborhood 
B). If card(Z,) = 1, 2, = {zd But applying (3) there 
By (3) th re exists k+N with G&L for kakl. 
with z,, E i3’” if k * kz. Therefore, if k Z= 
LJ? Finally, our assertion follows from Lemma l(c). 
e of a sequentialfy compact space is sequentially 
Lemma 3* Let {(XA, T )} A Ae~ Q fumiiy of 71 qwcm with card(L) 39 2% L4t XI contuin 
’ at least two elements for e&a A E i. 7%efi flAaL (XA, ‘Tn) eontdns u seqwnci having 
no non-trrbial convergent sutrsequence, 
off* LA& (XA, TA ) =;) 2’ and 2 ’ 3 ##Rd. It is known that no sequende from N oonver- 
ges in flN (except the trivial sequence). (For a proof see [Sj.)-Hence the lemma. 
Proposiflon 4, If (XR, Ta) is sequentially compact and if (X, T) and those (Z, T,) 
such that (_3, # 41 are T,, then the family 3 = (Go, : ca:d(&) > I, a E 3) is pintwise 
Tl, B, = n”(x) is closed 
But by Lemma l(a) this 
Proof. Let x E X be :vith card(Pl(.ro)) or2% AS (X, T) i:: 
in (Xs, Tn) and so (B,, T~~BJ is sequentially compact. 
space is hohqeomorphic to 
In our hypothesis we can ‘apply Lemma 3 and 
card({cr E 8(x): card(&) > 1)) < 2% 
Now joining Propositions 3,4 we obtain a converse of Proposition 2: 
ScRollium. If (XQ, &j is sequentially compact i)rnd if (X, T) and those (Zap Ta) such 
that G, f 0 are Tl, then (X, T) aptd those (Z,!, 2%) such that G, f 0 a~ sequentially 
compact, and the family 3 = {G., : card(&) ~1 I., a E S?I} ispointwise ~2”“. 
1.2. Embeddirtgs in (Xa, TQ& %-corrpach@cat,ions 
~~~in~~~n 3. (a) Let X, Xi, i E I be sets, (A,}iel a family of subsets of X. Let 
{fi : Ai + Xi}iel be 8 family of mappings. We shall say that {fi}irl diszinlquish points . 
if for any two points xl, X~C X, x1 f x2, there is i E I such that xl E A; 
,CM gfi(A; A {~a))* 
(b) Let (X, T), (Xi, F), i e I be 
gg:X’+Xa we ha~eg==(f,(f~)~~~), whre f=nog, fg = 
X~J is one-to-one if and onl,? if the family {f, faEG 
Rwf. It is routine. For (a) it suffices to put: 
forb’) = If (x’), for (x’): i@ E Quf b’))} (x’ E X’). 
on 6* tit (X’, T’) be a topological space, a?ad let ,& = (f, { fu}a far) : X’ + Xpr 
69 a mapping (as iB tiposition S(a)). Tlken f%: (X’, T’) + (Xa, Ta) is continuotis if 
and only if the mappings f :(X’, T’)+(X, T) and fa :(fwl(Ga), T[ptG,))+ 
(Zp, To), a E VI, crre continuous. 
proof. The cmdition is necessary since f = w 0 fp1, fa = q& 0 jFalf-q~=), Q!E ‘3. Suppose 
now that f, fol, it E % are continuous. Let U E T, U, E T,, a E 23 be with 23 a finite 
subset of %. It is e=y to check that: 
fii’lr”(U) = f ‘(U), (6) I 
Consequently 
fi’(V(U, &:aEgt))=f~‘(U)n fl (f~‘iU,)uf-‘g~‘IU,)). 
ae9! 
0) 
But g-l( U,) is open h (0, - C&, TI~_-o,). As G, is closed in (Oa, T’~QJ it follows 
that gi’ (V,) is open in (X, T), since Oa is so. From (7) results the continuity of far. 
Frapoaitis 7. Let (X’, T’) be a topological space and fsl= (f, { fa)* ,& : X’ -* Xa a 
mapping. The foil0 wing assertions are equivalent : 
(a) fa : (X’, T’) + (Xs, T~I) is an embedding. 
(b) The family {f, fa}aSs distinguish points and 
&q= f-‘(ThJ u f,W-L) 
cuca 
is Q! subksis of T’. 
and clearly x& belongs to the first of these sets. So, & is a subbarks of ?? 
(b) * (a). From Proposition S(c) it follows that fa is one-to-one. On the tither 
hand, as the members of & are open sets, the mappings L /b, Q E ‘@are c&&&au. 
Consequently, by Proposition 6, so is faQ Now let x6 E c’ E T’. Since 
of T’, there exist U E T, V, E Tm with cy Q 8, !@ finite subset of 55, such that: 
We have 
(9) 
since X; Ed-* for every a ~8. It remains lo prove: V~f&Y’)cf&3’). Let 
x’ E X’ be with f&‘) c V. Then 
fW) = WfS(X’) E u A 1”1 G‘ 
ae8 
and SO x’ E f-*(U), fa (x’) = &&(x’) E V, (a E a). By (8) we de&= x’ f G’. 
Proposition 8. Let (X’, T’) be 4 tqwlogictrl space, and f8 = (f, { fa}& : (X’, T’) 3 
(XB, Ta) a continuous mapping. .lf the family (f, fa}asgi distinguish points and points 
and closed sets, then fpr is an embeddhg. 
Proof. It suffices, according to Proposition 7, to prove that 2’~ is a subbasis of T’. 
As fa is continuous, o are (Proposition 6) the mappings f, fp, a E 9.I. Therefore. 
the members of 2’~ are open. pow let A$ E G’E T’. If f(xh)lesflX’- G’) WC have 
xl, E f-‘(X -f(x’-G’)) = U c G’ and U E &. In other case, as {f, fm}*= 
gu!ish points and closed sets, there is a E % with x; E f- ‘(G,) and fa(x&) tt
zi f ’ (G,) - G’). It follows that 
anal r/, E 2%. So rpl is a subbasis of T’ (in fact, it is a basis of T’). 
Let (X’, T’) be a topological space. Consider a space (&, T& which 
is compact 7’~. We shall say that (X’, T’) is %compactificable if there exist a 
embedding fa : {X’, T’) + (Xa, Ts). 
In this situation, (fa, (fvl(X’), T ~~IJP~(x’))) is a T2 compactificadon of (A?, 2”‘); it 
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every nonempty sub& of L,, has a greatest lower bound and’s least upper bound), 
C+sequently it dA&s in Lw a topology, lPm of TZ compact space. We can suppose 
(E&, Ti) catid& t~y’plachg betwet%’ each ordinal ar &d its SUCC~SSOT FY + 1 (ro) 
a copy of t%te unit interval (0, f). Fbi the least uri’cauntablr: ordinal $8, the space 
(Lfi Tn) is the extended long line. We kliow that this space is sequentially compact. 
More genezally (see [Q: I 
9. For every otikalnumberw, the space (LW, TW) is sequentially compact. 
Cordhry I. For ewy cardinal number T, there exists a compact Tz seqtrtimkz/Zy 
compact space (Xn TV) with a family 113, of nonempty disjoint op<n sets, and 
card(&) * 7. Consequently, (XI, TV) has a discrete subspnce with cardinality W. 
2.1. Inilial top&&s 
Prups&bn 10. If a. topological space admits u sequentially compact T2 com- 
pclct$~tiorr, then each of its compact subspaces is s,ocluentially compact. 
Brmif. Let K be a compact subset of a space (X, T) admitting a sequentially 
compact Tz compactification (f, (X’, T’)). T&c f(K) is compact in (X’, T’) which 
is Tz, SO f(K) is closed in (X’, T’). It follows that f(K) is sequentially compact, 
since (X’, T’) so is, and consequently K is sequentially compact. 
prapositloe 11. A subspace of a space admitting a sequentially compact T2 corn- 
pactification admits one such compactification. 
mk It is a direct consequence of Lemma 2(a). 
Propibeitioa 12. Let {(Xn, T )} A AGL Be a family of topulogical spaces having more than 
one pint, and let (X, T) be the p&uct space. men: 
(a) If every (X*, TA), A EL, admits a sequentially compact T2 compactifkation 
and citrd(l) 6 NJ, tkn (X, T) admits one such compactification. 
(b) 1’ (X, T) adwrits a sequentially compact Tz compactification, then every 
( XA, ‘I;), A f5 L, a its one such compactification und card(L) C 2’“. 
from Proposition 2 that, tP\e csuntable produc? of sequentially 
ition 11. Now, let xA9 yA E X& xA # yA (h E &)* 
f card (L,! a2N”, 5’ 
Proof. ia) =$ (b) and (a) + (c) are trivial. 
(b) =+ (d) Clearly, it sufkes to see that if (X, T) is compact T2, and it has an 
open covering with the SC property, then it is sequentially compact. 
point has a sequentially compact neighborhood (since (X, T) is locally ampact aad 
WI= apply Proposition lo), and the conclusiozi 1s evident. 
(c)=$(d) In this case it suffices to ;?pstie that if (Xl, T) is compct and it has a 
fkite closed covering with the $T(3 property, then (X, T) is sequentially compact. 
I3ut in this situation (X, T) shall have a finite covering by sequentially compact 
sets, aqd YNe have finished. 
We dedica*te he rest of this section to study when the converse implications of 
the last proposition are true. 
Proposition 14. A togological sgcrze having an open discrefe covering 14th the SC 
properly admits a sequentially compact Tz compactijication. 
(In tether words, the class of spaces admitting sequentially compact & corn- 
pactifkations i closed cinder the topological sum). 
Proof. Let (X’, T’) be a space and $G an open discret coverin of (X’, T’) with th@ 
SC property. Let T = card(%) and let (X, T) = (x, Ttj be the space of Corollary 
With the notations of this corollary, let c;p : I$I -, 23, be a bijection, For every U f 
we put QU = G[f = rp( U). Besides, let (fv, (&r, T&r)) 8 sequentially ccrmpact Ta 
comyactification f (U, T/u), and gtf the inclusion of (1) in 
compact T2 and sequentially compact (Propositions l(b) a 
(X’, T’j is ‘IV -compactificable. To prove this we define a 
hW Let W, T’) b cube ([O,l], TuaO,ll)N and we put On = 6, = 
NE X’: t,.XQ. Besi for e+et) n e IV let ( fn, (Zn, Ta)) be a sequentially 
compact Ta. imqmyka 
Z,. Then (xlt, T;U j b 
(U’, Ti u,, ) and gn the inclusion of fl= Q, - G, into 
63 and sequentially co&pact (Propositions l(b) and 
2) and (X, T) is hl-compactificable. Effectively. We consider the continuous mapping 
f = (!Q,,=N: (X, T)-+ (X’, T’) where each h, : (X, T) + ([Q 11, Tul10 *I) Is a continuous 
mappingwith h,“(O)=-X-U,,. So Un=fl(Gn) (ndV) and thkfamily{f,f.},,EN 
distinguish points and closed sets; this is enough because (X, T) is Tl (it has a 
covering by T1 open se!&). 
Prq~Mon 15. Let (ir, T) be a topological space. The following assertions rre 
equivalent: 
(a) (X, T) adm’t I s a squentially compact Tr compactification. 
(b) (X, T) has a rrorrrral covering with the SCproputy. 
hwrf. Only (b) * (a) requires proof. Let q~! ={ Ui}ie 1 a inormal covering of (X, T) 
with the SC property. Then there exists a continuotis partition of unity {fi}iel 
subordinated to , such that {supp(fi)} iEI is neighborhood finite (for a proof see 
cm Let be the set of nonempty finite subsets of I. For every J E 9, J f 1 we 
consider the map 
kJ : K T) -) (Co, 4 Tu/[o,-d : x+ G.L.? {L.W.B. {fi(x)--h(x), 0}}, 
itsI-J 
jel 
andif IES, 
h : (x, T) * ([(A _*), T,Ko.-,) : x + G.L.B. {L.U.B. { fi(x), 0)). 
ial 
We affirm that the maps, kJ, J E are continuous, Indeed, if 1~ 9 it is clear. Then 
we suppose that I is infinite and let 9 E x0 E Jf. There exists a neighborhood VxO 
of x0 and a finite subset F. of I such that for x E V’o, i E I - FO, we have h(x) = 0. 
Let ioe I - FQ uJ and F = F0 u (io}. In [his situation, for each x E vXo, 
hi =L G.L.B. {L.U.B. {h(x) -fi(x), ci}} - . 
ItsF-J 
jeJ 
which is well defined and continuous. Indeed, let X~E AL ‘I’h~c exist a n&h:kwhruod 
~“0 of x0 and a finite subset F of f such that f;:(x) = 0 if x E V*$ i E 1 -F. 
Tlten: 
h,(x)= c hJ(X), XE vxo 
JEK, 
.lcF 
since if 9% F there is 1 E J with 0 =fi(x) and so 0 = ~J(x). Pis the last sum is finite 
our assertion is proved. Besides 
,s,‘(O)= n &;‘(o)= (1 (X-&)=X-A, 
JeK, SE& 
and we can suppose h,(X) c [O, 11. Thus applying Leorma 4 it follows that 
k_J nerd 4, nJnohr ,4,> admits a sequentially compact 7’2 cornpactificadon. &I+ X = 
UncNA,: if,xH J=(PEI:fi(xj>CS)E~andxEA, withn=czud(J). 
(Our proof of proposition 15 is inspired by Milinor’s lemma proved in [I:].) 
Corollary 2. Let (XV T) be a T4 spuce. The following usserti~ns are eqwiudent: 
(a) (X, 7’) admits a sequentially compuct Tz compuctifica!ion. 
W (X, T) ha s a point-finite, g-neighborhood finite opera covering with the SC 
property. 
Proof. We only must show that if 42 = t JnGN l%t, is a point-finite open covering of 
(X. T) and for every y1 E Iv, ‘I!&, is neighborhood finite, then % is normal, But let 
{&: U E 4?] be a closed covering (sf (X, T) with F’u c U’ fc.br each U E %, and for 
every U E $k let fu : (X, T) -)r ([CI, 1], 2’ ulfa*~ J) be a continuous mapping with f&r (FLY ‘= 
{I), fv(X- W)==(O). We put QP=lJ,, N%n* where cpllt :={f$((U, 11): WrE 
(n E M). B(ecause $I* refines $1 and every 42: is neighborhocld finite, $1 is normal 
by 15. ‘v%D]. 
Let (X, T) be a countably metacompuct T4 apace. Fze following asser- 
tiontp are e+iwalent: 
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Con, 5. Let (X, T) be a topological group. 7&e followirag assertions are 
eq+&alent : 
[a) (X, T) u&nit.9 a sequtfntially compact T2 eompacf$cation. 
(Ir) I%ere exists ian open set W C X such tkt ( U, Tj u) admits a sequentially compact 
Tz, c~ntpactificarion. 
IWok Every uniform covering iS normal [t;]. 
2.3. LocLplly compact T2 spaces 
In this case w 3 have: 
progos ML Let (X, T) be a locally compact T2 space. The fullowing assertions 
are equivalent: 
(a) Every compact subset of (X, T) is sequentially compact. 
(b) The Alexatzdtoff’s compactification of (X, T) is sequentially compact. 
(c) (X, T) admits a sequentially compact T2 compacti’cation. 
(Q) fX, T) has ara open covering with the SC property. 
(e) (X9 T) has a neighborhood finite closed covering with the SC property. 
Proof. By the Proposition 13, it sufkes to prove (a) =$(b): Let (X*, 7’“) be the 
Alexandroff’s compactification f (X, T), o the point of X& not in X and {xn}neN c 
A:*. Suppose that there is x~EX, accumulation point of {xnjnEN in (X*, T’j and kt 
h: be a compact neighborhood of x0. Then there exists a subsequence {xnk}kEN c K. 
Ey hypothesis K is sequentially compact, and {xnk}keN has in (K, qK) a convergent 
subsequence; consequently, so has {x,JREN in (x*, T*). If {X,&N has no accurxfa- 
tion point in X, then o is its unique accumulation point, and in a compact space 
a sequence with only one accumular ‘.on point converges to this point. 
2.4. Met&able spaces 
Our problem has a &ikmative 
7. Any meoMrable space admitT a seq~~~tia~~y compact Tz com- 
Dofidtilron tie La (X, T) he a topological space. L+3t (X’; T’i,, tae_ 44 ,jwq+&& 
compact scsa.r+ and f an embedding of (K, T) into (X’, Cs’). ‘We- shall, qy that 
(f, (X’, T’)) is 8 ~~lequentiak-~rnpa~tifi~~on of (X, T) if &Xl is @nse ‘in (X’, F) 
and for e:lery sequ+MalIy -compact closed subset. C of (X* ,Z”), f(c) is-cl@ (X”‘, .?“). 
According to thh; Mnition we deduce from .Proposition 17: 
V. Kaanan has shown that every metric space has a compactifhti~ti which is 
sequential. This rtsult is stronger than Corollary 6 and proposition J7+ sinceevery 
compact sequential cpace is sequentiallr! compact snd not conversely. 
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